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PRESSRELEASE

KHITIJ 2014
23rd September, 2014: CII - Yi student committee of XLRI - Xavier School of
Management, one of India’s premier B-Schools organized Kshitij 2014 on 21st September at
XLRI campus. Kshitij, the annual flagship event of CII -Yi student committee of XLRI is a
unique platform that provides children from tier-2 and 3 schools, in and around Jamshedpur,
to showcase their extra-curricular talents.
In its seventh year now, Kshitij has evolved from a cultural event to become a platform that
showcases the varied talents of the children of Jamshedpur. This year Kshitij witnessed an
overwhelming participation of about 500 students from over 50 schools in and around
Jamshedpur.
“Kshitij brings together the school children from the different strata of society and provides
them with an equal opportunity to shine. This was the highest ever turnout for the event. The
underlying message through this event to each child is to let them know how special and
talented they are in their own way. It is only about recognizing the talent, believing in oneself
and working hard to achieve one’s goals”, said Anita Israni, Secretary CII-Yi, XLRI.
A number of extra-curricular and cultural events were organized at Kshitij 2014 - namely
dancing, painting, quiz, street play, picture story and talent show. ‘Writing a story from a
picture’ was a unique creative event which tested the imagination skills of the young school
students. The Dance competition was organized for two separate categories- juniors and
seniors. The level of preparation and the skills of the kids left the judges amazed. The young
children performed ‘Street Play’ that brought to the forefront their creativity. Judges and
audiences alike were overwhelmed with the performance of all the teams. The children
smartly faced the quiz competition and showcased their competency in both general
knowledge as well as academics.
This year the Young Achievers Scholarship was conceived and formulated as a part of Kshitij
2014 to recognize and reward academic excellence and consistency of the meritorious and
the deserving school children. An eminent panel of judges decided the 6 best students
considered deserving of this award from amongst over 30 applicants. This scholarship covers
the tuition fees of the winners for an entire year and for this year it is being sponsored by
Titan Eye+, Jusco and Allahabad Bank. The winners of the scholarship award are Nidhi Kumari
from Gyandeep High School, Rahul Srivastava from ABS Ram Mandir Middle School,
Deeksha Sahu from Sri Kalgidhar Middle School, Yamini Kumari from RMS High School,
Javeria Effat from Kerala Public School and Shubhashankar Sharma of AIWC Centre of
Excellency.
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The scholarship winners were felicitated at the closing and prize distribution ceremony along
with the winners of the other competitions in presence of members of XLRI, CII and officials
from Tinplate Co of India Limited. To inspire the children, all the 500 participants were
awarded with special gifts along with participation certificates. The Chief Guest, Mr.
Venkatraman, Tinplate Co. of India Limited, said on the occasion, “The young people must
grab the opportunities and chances presented in life. He was also of the view that platforms
like Kshitij must be used for nurturing the talents and personalities of the kids while also
thanking the participants and the organizing team”.
This event acts as a prelude to the Daan Utsav, formerly known as the Joy of Giving Week.
Keeping in line with the Kshitij tradition, all the children were given balloons on which all of
them wrote done their wishes and then let them fly in the sky.

About XLRI
XLRI-Xavier School of Management, Jamshedpur is a premier, private management institute
in India founded in 1949 by Fr Quinn Enright, S.J. in the ‘steel city’ of Jamshedpur
(www.xlri.ac.in). Over the last six decades, the institute has grown into a top-ranking business
management school of international repute with a wide portfolio of management programs
and research publications. Its alumni are spread around the globe and have demonstrated
responsible business leadership in their organizations. XLRI continually strives to contribute
its mite to the professional growth and management of numerous organisations and
institutions across industry sectors.
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XLRI HOLDS THE FIRST-EVER ‘DR. VERGHESE KURIEN MEMORIAL ORATION ON SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT’
9th September, 2014: “True democracy will emerge only when we allow the people to manage.
And only when the people begin to take control of their lives will rural development gain
momentum, when goods and services produced by rural areas will get better terms of trade than
goods and services produced in the cities. Only when our farmers are involved in the processes of
development will they be able to command their destiny. True development is the development
of women and men.”– Dr. Verghese Kurien.
XLRI Jamshedpur, one of India’s premier B-Schools organized the first-ever “Dr Verghese Kurien
Memorial Oration on Sustainable Development” to commemorate the Founder of AMUL Dr.
Verghese Kurien, popularly known as “the Milkman of India”. Ms. Nirmala Kurien, the daughter of
Dr. Verghese Kurien was present at the event as the guest of honour.
The oration was delivered by Dr. P Sainath, Eminent Journalist & Ramon Magsaysay Awardee for
Journalism, Literature and Creative Communication Arts. Dr. Sainath, calls himself a 'Rural Reporter',
has extensively worked in rural areas and closely studied government policies.
This debut oration in memory of Dr Kurien was held to inspire aspiring business leaders and young
professionals to help shape an inclusive and just society whilst inculcating the values and
entrepreneurial spirit of the ‘Father of the White Revolution’.
The event began with the welcome address by Prof. Madhukar Shukla, Chairperson of XLRI’s Fr.
Arrupe Center for Ecology & Sustainability and convener of the oration. “We decided to institute
this oration to create a platform to listen to and learn from thought-leaders, social entrepreneurs,
development sector professionals and policy makers who have made significant contribution to the
idea of a empowered, prosperous and sustainable society. The oration is to commemorate the memory
of Dr. Verghese Kurien and needless to say there is no better model of sustainable development both in
terms of his life and legacy than Dr. Kurien”, Prof. Shukla said.
Dr. P. Sainath in his lecture on the topic “Unequal is Unsustainable”, highlighted the growing crisis
in rural areas because of growing inequality and excessive usage of resources. By drawing the
audience attention to the 100 days of rural livelihood, he said, “According to survey figures on an
average on any given 100 day 4,600 Indian farmers will commit suicide, 46-70,000 will attempt suicide,
200,000 will give up farming and 1000s will leave country side for search of job in the urban areas”.
The three ‘giant crisis’ that the country is facing today are --- water, agriculture and health.
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Dr. Sainath criticised in his speech, the unrestrained wastage of water at a time when people in the
countryside have to travel miles for a bucket of drinking water. “India is the largest over- user of
underground water in the world… There is water crisis not because of drought, but because of the
way it is used for, what it is used for and on what it is allocated for”, he said.
He also expressed concern on the growing health expenses that have forced many to avoid medical
assistance. He said that according to the third round of NSSO health survey the number of Indians
who have stopped seeking medical aid purely due to financial reasons has doubled in the recent
past. The number is more than double particularly in urban areas because of the increase in distress
peasant migration. Privatization of health sector has made medical aid unaffordable for many in the
country.
Dr. Sainath argued that the country needs to include a moral dimension to its growth model,
sustainable growth is impossible in a scenario where resources are being exhausted. He said that
Dr. Verghese Kurein’s real work was towards organising of funds so that there is growth and
development for everybody and he proposed ‘growth through justice’ as the ideal approach
through which development for all could be achieved.
During his lecture, Dr. Sainath emphasized on the directive principles of state policy mentioned in
the Indian Constitution, which gives the guidelines for establishing a good state. The growth
models of today need to apply the vision of our Constitution makers. He concluded his speech by
quoting Louis Brandeis “Either you can have great concentration of wealth or democracy”.
In his address, Fr. E Abraham, S. J. Director of XLRI said, “XLRI’s relation with Dr. Verghese Kurien
goes back to last over 22 years. Dr. Verghese Kurien, as we all know was a renowned Indian social
entrepreneur and is best known as the ‘Father of the White Revolution’ for his billion litre idea or
operation flood – the world’s biggest agricultural development programme. He was instrumental in
taking India from a milk deficient nation to the largest milk producer in the world surpassing The
United States of America in 1998 accounting for about 17% of the global output of milk.”
Fr. Abraham remembered Dr. Kurien for his faith in the ability of the ordinary people who can achieve
extra-ordinary results. “Dr. Kurien believed that development can be achieved only by harnessing the
power in the grassroots and to promote their larger interest and greater good of the nation”, he
added.
The guest of honour, Mr. Nirmala Kurien said, “I thank XLRI for arranging ‘Dr Verghese Kurien
Memorial Oration’ and Dr. P. Sainath for delivering the lecture”. She shared with the audience some
personal experiences and memories of her father.
Dr. Kurien was conferred ‘Sir Jehangir Ghandy Medal for Social and Industrial Peace’ by XLRI in
1992.
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About XLRI
XLRI is a premier, private management institute in India founded in 1949 by Fr Quinn Enright, S.J. in
the ‘steel city’ of Jamshedpur (www.xlri.ac.in). Over the last six decades, the institute has grown
into a top-ranking business management school of international repute with a wide portfolio of
management programs and research publications. Its alumni are spread around the globe and have
demonstrated responsible business leadership in their organizations. XLRI continually strives to
contribute its mite to the professional growth and management of numerous organisations and
institutions across industry sectors.
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XLRI Hosted the 1st-ever Seminar on “Labour Law and Governance Reforms and
Labour Rights in India in the Era of Globalization”
In Association with International Labour Organization (ILO) - Bureau for Workers’
Activities (ACTRAV)
30th September, 2014: XLRI - Xavier School of Management, one of India’s premier B-Schools in
collaboration with International Labour Organization - Bureau for Workers’ Activities
(ACTRAV) organized the first ever seminar on “Labour Law and Governance Reforms and Labour
Rights in India in the Era of Globalization” on 29thSeptember, 2014.
The seminar witnessed Trade Union Representatives, Representatives from ILO, Academicians and
students debate and discuss upon diverse perspectives related to labour issues and rights. The seminar
marked a first of its kind association between two very well established bodies, namely XLRI and ILO
and also brought together Central trade union leaders from the INTUC (Indian National Trade Union
Congress), BMS (Bhartaya Majdoor Sangh), CITU, HMS and AITUC to the same platform.
Some of the eminent guests at the seminar were Mr. Raghwan, Asia Pacific Desk Officer, ILO
ACTRAV, Bureau for Workers’ Activities, Geneva; Professor Dev Nathan, the Institute for Human
Development, New Delhi; Dr. Pravin Sinha, Indian Industrial Relations Associations; Professor
Praveen Kumar Jha from Centre for Informal Ssector & Labour, Jawaharlal Nehru University, New
Delhi; Trade Union representatives, Mr. Chandrashekhar Prakash Singh and Mr. Shyam Sundar
Sharma; Ms. Ramapriya Gopalkrishnan advocate from Madras and an ILO Consultant Madras
High Court, Ms. Christine Nathan, a former ILO ACTRAV official and currently an ILO Consultant.
The seminar was inaugurated by Fr. E Abraham, Director of XLRI, and Dr Pranabesh Ray, Dean
(Academics) at XLRI and Prof. K. R. Shyam Sundar, Professor, HRM Area, XLRI along with the other
guests.
At the event, both the Director and Dean addressed the topic of labour law reforms and its relevance
pertinence in the current context, while Prof. K. R. Shyam Sundar, used data and statistics to question
the relevance and legitimacy of the labour law and governance reforms.
The Trade union representatives across party affiliations threw light upon the dismal state of labour in
the largest democracy of the world. “The working people throughout the country are going to face a
severe onslaught on their rights and livelihood in the days to come from the corporate-servile polity in
power at the Centre. Already, such a move is reported to be afoot in respect of a number of labour laws,”
they commented.
The other speakers too went on to speak about how labour can no longer be treated as a mere
commodity but as an equal stakeholder in organizations and criticised the ongoing labour law and
governance reforms in India.
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Prof. Praveen Jha said that amendments in the Factories Act propose to increase the threshold limit of
employment for factories operating without power from 20 to 40 and from 10 to 20 for factories
operating with power. Complaints against the employer about violation of this Act would not receive
cognizance by a court without prior written permission from the state government.
Ramapriya Gopalakrishnan said at the event, “The proposal of the central government in Contract
Labour Act will be applicable only to companies that employ more than 50 workers, against the current
20. Amendments to the Apprenticeship Act call for a third-party training provider, along with easing the
rules to add more trades.”
Prof. K. R. Shyam Sundar, Professor, HRM Area, XLRI and the convener commented on the
event, “The issue of labour rights in the era of globalization has become a huge area of concern in
the current context. The 1st-ever seminar on labour law reforms and labour rights by XLRI is a
timely event as some state governments and the central government have either passed or proposed
a few critical labour law reform measures which will have significant implications for both
employers and the workers. The seminar will bring out diverse perspectives on not only the topical
theme of labour law reforms but the basic issues concerning labour rights”.
“ILO being a unique tripartite-ly structured United Nations Body and a universally recognized
competent and legitimate global organization to deal with labour standards and regulations is
keeping a close track on the developments concerning the labour law reform proposals in India. The
involvement of ILO's Bureau for Workers’ Activities (ACTRAV) is truly significant. It also heralds a
possibility of a long-term productive interface between the ILO and XLRI, which would be mutually
beneficial and reinforcing. Most importantly, the seminar affords a valuable opportunity for future
business leaders in XLRI to be sensitized on crucial contemporary workplace-centric issues as well as
important matters concerning labour rights. ," Prof. Shyam Sundar added.
About XLRI
XLRI-Xavier School of Management, Jamshedpur is a premier, private management institute in
India founded in 1949 by Fr Quinn Enright, S.J. in the ‘steel city’ of Jamshedpur (www.xlri.ac.in).
Over the last six decades, the institute has grown into a top-ranking business management school
of international repute with a wide portfolio of management programs and research publications.
Its alumni are spread around the globe and have demonstrated responsible business leadership in
their organizations. XLRI continually strives to contribute its mite to the professional growth and
management of numerous organisations and institutions across industry sectors.
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XLRI to Organize Seminar on “Labour Law and Governance Reforms and Labour
Rights in India in the Era of Globalization”
In Association with International Labour Organization (ILO) - Bureau for Workers’
Activities (ACTRAV)
22nd September, 2014: XLRI - Xavier School of Management, one of India’s premier B-Schools in
collaboration with International Labour Organization - Bureau for Workers’ Activities (ACTRAV) is
organising a seminar on “Labour Law and Governance Reforms and Labour Rights in India in the Era of
Globalization” on 29th September, 2014.

The seminar aims to serve as a platform for the union leaders and the members of the academia to
debate and deliberate upon initiatives that unions could undertake to ensure respect for and the
protection of labour and trade union rights. The participants will discuss and consider whether proposed
flexibility measures of labour market is the right policy for economic development. Also, this seminar is
a follow-up on the conclusions and recommendations arrived at the National Consultative Conference with
Trade Unions in India during the visit of Ms Maria Helena Andre, Director, ACTRAV on 10th July 2014.
Prof. K. R. Shyam Sundar, Professor, HRM Area, XLRI and the convener of the event commented, "The
seminar on labour law reforms and labour rights is a timely event as some state governments and the central
government have either passed or proposed a few critical labour law reform measures which will have
significant implications for both employers and the workers. The seminar will bring out diverse perspectives
on not only the topical theme of labour law reforms but the basic issues concerning labour rights”.
“ILO being a unique tripartite-ly structured United Nations Body and a universally recognized competent and
legitimate global organization to deal with labour standards and regulations is keeping a close track on the
developments concerning the labour law reform proposals in India. The involvement of ILO's Bureau for
Workers’ Activities (ACTRAV) is truly significant. It also heralds a possibility of a long-term productive
interface between the ILO and XLRI, which would be mutually beneficial and reinforcing. Most importantly,
the seminar affords a valuable opportunity for future business leaders in XLRI to be sensitized on crucial
contemporary workplace-centric issues as well as important matters concerning labour rights. ," Prof. Shyam
Sundar added.
The seminar will be attended by representatives from ILO, academics and lawyers on labour and industrial
relations, like - Mr. Raghwan, Desk officer, ILO ACTRAV, Bureau of Workers’ Activities, Bangkok; Ms.
Christine Nathan, former ILO ACTRAV Regional Specialist in Workers Activities; Prof. Dev Nathan, Visiting
Professor, Institute of Human Development, New Delhi, The Duke’s University, USA; Prof. Praveen Jha,
Professor, Centre for Economic Studies and Planning, School of Social Sciences, Jawaharlal Nehru University,
Chairperson, Centre for Informal Sector and Labour Studies to name a few. Central trade union leaders from
the INTUC (Indian National Trade Union Congress), BMS (Bhartaya Majdoor Sangh), CITU, HMS and AITUC
are also expected participate in the programme.
“The issue of labour rights in the era of globalization has become a huge area of concern in the current
context. The seminar would provide important stakeholders an opportunity to discuss and deliberate upon
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the factors that are impacting the industrial relations environment,” said Fr. E Abraham, S. J. Director of
XLRI.
About XLRI
XLRI-Xavier School of Management, Jamshedpur is a premier, private management institute in India
founded in 1949 by Fr Quinn Enright, S.J. in the ‘steel city’ of Jamshedpur (www.xlri.ac.in). Over the last six
decades, the institute has grown into a top-ranking business management school of international repute
with a wide portfolio of management programs and research publications. Its alumni are spread around the
globe and have demonstrated responsible business leadership in their organizations. XLRI continually
strives to contribute its mite to the professional growth and management of numerous organisations and
institutions across industry sectors.

